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Responses to binary cues may be conceptualized as single decisions. For example, greater
tendency to report an area as containing a target when it is cued than when cues are not in use in a
target detection task. In our study we also examined responses to cues from the strategic level. We
tested whether binary cues affected the order of processing of stimuli and decisions whether to process
some information at all. Finally, we tested whether using cues would affect the effort invested in a
task. The experimental task was a simulated quality control task. Participants had to decide whether
each item in a 5X5 matrix of items was intact or faulty. In half the experimental blocks decisions could
only be based on the visual properties of the items. In the other half, participants were aided by
imperfect binary cues indicating items as faulty or intact. We used eye tracking to study scan patterns
and fixation durations on items. The reports of our participants indicated that using cues reduced their
effort in the task. We found a weak effect of the cues on the order of scanning of items but a greater
probability to fixate on items indicated faulty than on items indicated intact. For single decisions, items
indicated faulty received longest fixation durations, next were items in blocks without cues and last
were items indicated intact. We conclude that trust in cues is translated into strategic allocation of
effort across stimuli in a way that also affects single decisions.
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